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(71) We, T E X A C O D E V E L O P M E N T 
CORPORATION, a corporation organised 
and existing under the laws of the State of 
Delaware, United States of America, of 135 

5 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 
10017, United States of America, do hereby 
declare the invention, for which we pray 
that a patent may be granted to us, and the 
method by which it is to be performed, to be 

10 particularly described in and by the 
fol lowing statement:— 

This invention relates to radiological well 
logging methods and apparatus for 
invest igat ing the characterist ics of 

15 subsurface earth formations traversed by a 
borehole and more particularly to apparatus 
and me thod fo r measur ing ear th 
format ions porosit ies and borehole 
washouts or cement voids by means of 

20 neutron well logging techniques. 
I t is well known that oi l and gas are more 

likely to be found in commercially 
recoverable quantities f rom those earth 
formations which are relatively porous or 

25 permeable than in more highly consolidated 
earth formations. Thus, equipment and 
methods for accurately identifying the 
porosity of earth formations has substantial 
industrial importance. 

30 Various methods and apparatus have 
been proposed in the pr ior art for uti l izing 
neutron slowing down and diffusion through 
earth formations to measure porosity. 
Typically, proposals of this sort have 

35 suggested the use of a pressure housing 
sonde containing a neutron source and a 
pair of neutron detectors spaced at different 
distances f rom the source for transport 
through a borehole. The thermal neutron 

40 detectors util ized in prior art techniques 
have been used wi th both pulsed and 
continuous neutron sources and some 
combination uti l izing the count rate of the 
detected thermal neutrons has been related 

45 to the hydrogen content of the port ion of 
the earth formation being subjected to the 
flow of neutrons f rom the neutron source. 
These methods have generally not proven to 
be as accurate as desired due to the 

diameter irregularities of the borehole wall. 50 
The variation of the properties of different 
borehole fluids, the irregular cement 
annulus surrounding the casing in a cased 
borehole, and the properties of different 
types of steel casings and earth formations 55 
surrounding the borehole have all tended to 
obscure the thermal neutron measurements 
suggested in the pr ior art. 

The t h e r m a l neu t ron p o p u l a t i o n 
surrounding a source, and detector pair 60 
sonde as proposed in the pr ior art can be 
affected by the chlorine content of the 
borehole fluid. Similarly other l i thological 
factors such as the boron content of the 
earth formations surrounding the cased 65 
b o r e h o l e a f f e c t t h e r m a l n e u t r o n 
populations. Measurements of thermal 
neutron captures are uti l ized in neutron life-
time logs or thermal neutron population 
decay logs of various types as contemplated 
in the prior art. The present invention, 70 
however, rather than relying on a measure 
of the thermal neutron population, utilizes a 
measurement of the epithermal neutron 
population by means of two spaced neutron 
detectors each longitudinally spaced f rom a 75 
neutron source having a relatively high 
intensity neutron flux. Special detector 
means are util ized in the invention to 
ef fect ively discr iminate against the 
detection of thermal neutrons as proposed 80 
in the prior art. Moreover, by comparing 
the compensated porosity measurement 
using the dual speed detectors wi th an 
uncompensated porosity measured by the 
use of only one of the detectors, the location 85 
of borehole washouts or cement voids can 
be found. 

The present invention provides a method 
for locating borehole washouts or cement 
voids between the casing and earth 90 
formations in a well borehole, comprising 
the steps of: 

irradiating the earth formations in the 
vicinity of the borehole wi th fast neutrons 
f rom a high intensity neutron source; 95 

detect ing the epi thermal neutron 
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population at a first shorter spaced distance 
from said source in the borehole; 

detect ing the epi thermal neutron 
population at a second longer spaced 

5 distance f rom said source in the borehole; 
discriminating against the detection of the 

thermal neutron population at said 
detectors in the borehole; 

combining the epithermal neutron 
10 population measurements made at said two 

different spaced distances by taking a ratio 
of said epithermal neutron population 
measu remen ts to d e r i v e a f i r s t , 
compensated, indication of formation 

15 porosity; 
deriving a second, uncompensated, 

indication of formation porosity f rom said 
measurement of the epithermal neutron 
population at said shorter spaced distance 

20 alone; and 
comparing said compensated and said 

uncompensated porosity indications by 
der iv ing a percentage compensat ion 
parameter to locate the presence of any 

25 borehole washouts or cement voids. 
The apparatus of the present invention 

has been found to. give improved results 
f rom prior art devices in that less sensitivity 
to disturbing environmental parameters 

30 results f rom its use in the dual detector 
compensated porosity measurement. 

For a better understanding of the present 
invention, together wi th Other and further 
objects, features and advantages, reference 

35 is made to the fol lowing detailed description 
thereof, when taken in conjunction wi th the 
appended drawings in which; 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing a 
well logging system in accordance wi th the 

40 principles of the present invention; 
Figure 2 is a graph il lustrating the 

relationship of the ratio of the counts in 
the two epithermal neutron detectors of a 
well logging system such as that of Figure 1 

45 to the positity of earth formations 
surrounding a borehole; 

Figure 3 is a graphical relationship 
showing the count rate at the short spaced 
detector as a funct ion of porosity; and 

50 Figure 4 is a cross plot of the short spaced 
count rate vs. the ratio of count rates at the 
two detectors illustrating the location of 
washout or cement void regions in a South 
Texas well. 

55 Referring init ial ly to Figure 1 there may 
be seen a simplified, schematic, functional 
representation in the form of a block 
diagram of well logging apparatus in 
accordance wi th the present invention. A 

60 wel l borehole 2 penetrat ing earth 
formations J is l ined wi th a steel casing 4 is 
cemented in place by a cement layer 6 
which also serves to prevent f luid 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n b e t w e e n a d j a c e n t 

65 producing formations in the earth 3. 

The downhole port ion of the logging 
system may be seen to be basically 
composed of an elongated, f luid tight, 
hollow, body member or sonde 7 which, 
during the logging operation, is passed 70 
vertically through the casing 4 and is sized 
fo r passage the re th rough . Surface 
instrumentation, whose function wil l be 
discussed in more detail subsequently, is 
shown for processing and recording 75 
electrical measurements provided by the 
sonde 7. A well logging cable 8 which passes 
over a sheave wheel 9 supports the sonde 7 
in the borehole and also provides a 
communication path for electrical signals to 80 
and f rom the surface equipment and the 
sonde 7. The well logging cable 8 may be of 
conventional armored design having one or 
more electrical conductors for transmitting 
such signals between the sonde 7 and the 85 
surface apparatus. 

Again referring to Figure 1, the sonde 7 
contains a neutron source 11. One neutron 
source contemplated for use herein 
comprises a Cal i fornium 252 continuous 90 
neutron source. Such a source has the 
meritorious feature of producing a very high 
intensity of neutrons essentially having an 
average energy of 2.3 MEV. Alternatively, 
an actinium beryl l ium neutron source 95 
having an intensity of approximately 1x10® 
neutrons/sec. may be used to advantage as 
w i l l be discussed in more detai l 
subsequently. However , i t w i l l be 
understood by those skilled in the art that 100 
the invention is not l imited to the use of a 
con t inuous neu t ron source. I t is 
contemplated that a pulsed neutron source 

^ of suitable intensity could be used i f desired, 
provided that suitable source to detector 105 
spacings are also provided. For the purposes 
of the preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, however, the high intensity of the 
Cal i fornium 252 or AcBe neutron sources is 
desirable. HO 

Suitable radiation detectors 12 and 13 
longitudinally spaced f rom each other and 
f rom the neutron source 11 are provided in 
the downhole tool. These detectors are 
operated as neutron detectors. In the H 5 
present invention it is contemplated that 
detectors 12 and 73 are neutron detectors of 
the He3 type. These are gas f i l led counting 
tubes f i l led wi th He3 gas under pressure. 
The He3 respond to neutrons scattered back 120 
to the detectors 12 and 13 f rom the 
surrounding earth formations. Charge 
pulses established f rom nuclear reactions 
between the back scattered neutrons and 
the f i l l ing gas wi th in the detectors 12 and 13 125 
produce a satisfactory measure of the 
epithermal neutron population. Detectors 
12 and 13 are connected to amplifiers 14 and 
15 respectively which are connected to 
cable driving circuitry 16 for transmission of 130 
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the electrical pulse signals f rom the 
detectors to the surface. Cable driving 
circuitry 16 may comprise, for example, an 
amplifier and means for encoding the pulses 

5 f rom the two detectors for transmission on 
the cable. This could be done, for example, 
by transmitting pulses from the detectors 
as opposite signed electrical pulses 
on the cable in order that they may 

10 be dist inguished and separated at 
the surface. Of course, other means could 
be used as desired. The port ion of the 
sonde 7 between the neutron source 
11 and detectors 12 and 13 is provided wi th 

15 a shield 17 of a neutron moderating 
material, for example, steel and Luci te 
(Registered Trade Mark) . This is provided 
in order to prevent the direct interaction of 
neutrons f rom the source wi th the two 

20 detectors since it is desired to measure the 
slowing down effect of the formations 
surrounding the borehole on the epithermal 
population. 

Neutron detectors 12 and 13 of Figure 1 
25 are surrounded and enclosed by a cadmium 

shield 18 which is designed to screen out the 
entry of thermal neutrons to the interior of 
the detector structure. The higher energy 
epithermal neutrons penetrate the cadmium 

30 shield 18 more readily. Inside the cadmium 
shield 18 the neutron detectors are 
surrounded by and embedded in lucite 
plastic layer 19 (or any other suitable high 
hydrogen content material). The cadmium 

35 layer surrounding the lucite shield is 
approximately .020 inches in thickness 
which is adequate to effectively attenuate 
the thermal neutron flux entering the 
detectors f rom the borehole. Moreover, the 

40 detectors are spaced f rom the neutron 
source at an opt imum distance to provide 
good counting statistics and formation 
porosity signal. The short spaced neutron 
detector 12 is preferably sized about 1 inch 

45 in diameter and has about 4 inches of 
effective sensitive length and contains He3 

at 1 atmosphere pressure. The long spaced 
detector 13 is sized about 2 inches in 
diameter, about 4 inches in effective 

50 sensitive length and contains He3 at about 8 
atmospheres pressure. Using a 700 
microgram Cali fornium 252 neutron source 
which emits about 1.69x 109 neutrons per 
second, i t has been found that opt imum 

55 source to detector spacings for these 
detectors are approximately 19 inches f rom 
the source to the center of the short spaced 
He3 detector 12 and about 31 inches to the 
center of long spaced detector 13. These 

60 dimensions are applicable wi th the 
detectors configured as shown in the 
drawing of Figure 1 when surrounded by the 
cadmium sleeve 18. The port ion of the 
cadmium sleeve 18 interposed between the 

65 two detectors, as shown at 20 of Figure 1, 

serves to l imit solid angle response to the 
detectors to the approximate borehole level 
opposite each detector. 

In the configuration shown in Figure 1 for 
the neutron detectors, it has been found that 70 
the neutron count rate is reduced by about a 
factor of 4 when the detectors are 
surrounded by the cadmium sleeve 18 as 
illustrated, f rom the count rate obtained 
wi th the same He3 detectors not surrounded 75 
by the cadmium sleeve. This reduction in 
count rate would render the spacing f rom 
the source to detectors too great to obtain 
good counting statistics when used wi th a 
lesser intensity neutron source than 80 
Cal i fornium 252 or actinium beryl l ium. 
Moreover, it wi l l be noted that the 
sensitivity of the neutron detectors 12 and 
13 are unequal as the shortspaced 
detector 12 contains He at one atmosphere 85 
of pressure while the long spaced detector 
13 contains He at eight atmospheres 
pressure.. Since the epithermal neutron 
count rate in a He detector is proport ional 
to the He pressure, the long spaced detector 90 
13 is more sensitive to epithermal neutrons 
than the short spaced detector. This 
cooperative arrangement is optimized for 
the use of the 1.69xl09 neutron/sec. 
Cal i fornium 252 neutron source in the 95 
configuration shown. I t w i l l be appreciated 
by those skilled in the art that other source-
detector spacings of opt imum design could 
be used wi th other neutron sources, i f 
desired, and still remain within the inventive 100 
concepts of the present invention. 

Voltage pulses f rom the neutron detectors 
12 and 13 are amplif ied by the amplifiers 14 
and 15 as previously discussed and 
transmitted to the surface via the well 105 
logging cable 8 and cable driver circuits 16. 
A t the surface, circuitry is shown 
schematically in block diagram form for 
interpreting the ratio of the counts in each 
of the two spaced neutron detectors and for 110 
recording a log of this ratio. A log of the 
count rate f rom the short spaced detector is 
also made. Signals f rom the longer spaced 
detector 13 which may be encoded in any 
manner desired as previously described, are 115 
detected as counts in the counter 21. Counts 
f rom the short spaced detector 12 are 
detected in a second counter 22. Counters 
21 and 22 may be of any of the wel l known 
types of digital or proport ional analog 120 
counters known in the art. Outputs f rom 
counter 21 and counter 22 are sampled and 
supplied to a ratio circuit 23 which produces 
an output signal proportional to the ratio of 
counts in the long spaced detector 13 to the 125 
counts occurring in the short spaced 
detector 12. This ratio is shown in Figure 2 
as a function of formation porosity for three 
different types of formations in cased 
boreholes. I t wi l l be observed f rom Figure 2 130 
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that the higher the rat io in the lower is the 
porosity of the format ions surrounding the 
borehole. This is because a high porosity 
fo rmat ion w i l l generally contain more 

5 hydrogen bearing compounds such as oi l or 
water in its pores and w i l l therefore more 
rap id ly at tenuate the neu t ron f lux 
emanating f rom the neutron source 11 than 
a lower porosity format ion. The dual spaced 

10 epi thermal neutron log of the present 
invent ion makes an accurate measure of the 
hydrogen index of the format ion. The 
hydrogen index is defined as the quanti ty o f 
hydrogen per uni t volume of format ion. 

15 The output signals f r o m the detectors 12 
and 13 in the downhole tool , when taken in 
ratio f o rm by the rat io c i rcui t 23 wh ich may 
be of conventional analog or digi tal design, 
are supplied to a recorder 24, wh ich as 

20 indicated by dotted l ine 25, is dr iven either 
electr ical ly or mechanical ly by the sheave 
wheel 9 as a funct ion of borehole depth. 
Thus, a log is produced on a record med ium 
26 as a cont inuous recording of the rat io of 

25 counts o f the long spaced to short spaced 
detectors and the count rate at the short 
spaced detector 12 as a funct ion o f borehole 
depth. This rat io may be interpreted as 
i l lustrated by Figure 2 in terms of a borehole 

30 compensated poros i ty o f the ear th 
formations surrounding the borehole. The 
count rate at the short spaced detector may 
be i n t e r p r e t e d i n t e r m s o f an 
uncompensated porosi ty, similar ly, by 

35 reference to the cal ibrat ion curve of Figure 
3. 

I t w i l l be understood by those ski l led in 
the art that the power supply circuits 27 may 
be used to furnish electr ical power for the 

40 downhole por t ion of the equipment via the 
wel l logging cable 8 and that downhole 
power circuits (not shown) are ut i l ized to 
power the electronic c i rcu i t ry shown in the 
downhole tool . 

45 A l though the sonde 7 shown in the 
drawing of Figure 1 is suspended freely in 
the borehole 2, characteristics o f the earth 
format ion surrounding the borehole and 
the borehole environment itself, may make 

50 it advisable to centralize the housing of the 
sonde 7 wi th in the borehole by means of 
bow springs or the l ike (not shown). 
Al ternat ively, a backup pad (not shown) can 
be used to urge the housing of the too l 

55 against the borehole wall . However , w i th 
the operating parameters as described 
herein for the source to detector spacing, 
the source composit ion, and intensity and 
the geometry shown in the drawing of Figure 

60 1 good sensitivity has been accomplished. 
Similarly the apparatus as shown and 
described minimizes the effect of neutron 
absorbers such as boron in format ions 
surrounding the borehole. 

I f the percentage compensation, C, for 65 
borehole effects is defined as 

W R ) - ^ ( s s ) ) 
C = x 100 (1) 

m) 

where </> (R) represents the compensated 
porosity as measured by the rat io o f count 
rates at the dual spaced detectors 12 and 13 70 
and $ (ss) represents the uncompensated 
porosity as determined f rom Figure 3 f rom 
the short spaced detector 12 count rate 
alone, then C can be used as an indicator of 
regions of borehole diameter variations, 75 
borehole washout, or cement void spaces. 
Such an indicator can be very valuable in the 
interpretat ion of other types of wel l logs 
which may be highly sensitive to borehole 
diameter variations. The indicator C can 80 
also be very valuable in locat ing cement 
voids wh ich can lead to the undesired 
communication of fluids f rom one formation 
to another along the borehole. 

Referr ing now to Figure 4 a p lot of the 85 
count rates Css at the short spaced detector 
vs. the rat io R of the count rates (R=Cs s /CL S) 
at the two detectors is shown for actual 
measurements taken in a South Texas wel l . 
The general t rend of points in the wel l is 90 
shown by the plain dot points in Figure 4. 
The ci rc led dot points in the depth interval 
4590 feet to 4610 feet and the squared dot 
points in the interval 4770 feet to 4790 feet 
i l lustrate the effect of a large value of the 95 
compensation percentage C parameter. 
These points are indicat ive of borehole 
washout or cement vo id in these two depth 
intervals. , 

I t w i l l be appreciated by those ski l led in 100 
the art that the cal ibrat ion curves of Figures 
2 and 3 could be entered in tabular or 
analytic f o r m in the memory of a small 
general purpose digital computer (not 
shown) and the computat ion of <j> (R), ^ (SS) 105 
and C made and logged direct ly as a 
funct ion o f depth, i f desired. Moreover , 
magnetic tape recording of pr imary and 
second data can be performed. A small 
general purpose computer suitable for this 110 
purpose could be a model PDP-11 computer 
as supplied by the Dig i ta l Equipment 
Corporat ion of Cambridge, Mass. I n this 
manner a direct record of the washed out or 
cement vo id regions of a wel i can be made 115 
at the wel l site. 

The foregoing descript ion may make 
other alternative arrangements apparent to 
those skil led in the art. The aim of the 
appended claims is, therefore, to cover al l 120 
such changes and modif icat ions as fal l 
w i th in the scope of the invent ion. 

W H A T W E C L A I M IS.— 
1. A method for locating borehole 
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washouts or cement voids between the 
casing and earth formations in a well 
borehole, comprising the steps of: 

irradiating the earth formations in the 
5 vicinity of the borehole with fast neutrons 

from a high intensity neutron source; 
detecting the epithermal neutron 

population at a first shorter spaced distance 
from said source in the borehole; 

10 detecting the epithermal neutron 
population at a second longer spaced 
distance from said source in the borehole; 

discriminating against the detection of the 
thermal neutron population at said 

15 detectors in the borehole; 
combining the epithermal neutron 

population measurements made at said two 
different spaced distances by taking a ratio 
of said epithermal neutron population 

20 measurements to de r i ve a f i r s t , 
compensated, indication of formation 
porosity; 

deriving a second, uncompensated, 
indication of formation porosity from said 

25 measurement of the epithermal neutron 
population at said shorter spaced distance 
alone; and 

comparing said compensated and said 
uncompensated porosity indications by 

30 der iv ing a percentage compensation 
parameter to locate the presence of any 
borehole washouts or cement voids. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 
wherein said percentage compensation 

35 parameter, C, is defined by the relationship: 

(?>(RH(ss)) 
C=— : X100 

m ) 

where (4 (R) is the compensated porosity 
value and f (ss) is the uncompensated 
porosity value. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 40 
wherein the two epithermal neutron 
detecting steps are performed by cadmium 
shielded He3 detectors having effective 
sensitive centres at said longer and shorter 
spaced distances. 45 

4. A method as claimed in any one of 
claims 1 to 3 wherein the steps are repeated 
at different depths in the well borehole and 
the compensated and uncompensated 
porosity indications are recorded as a 50 
function of borehole depth. 

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 and 
further including the step of cross plotting 
the uncompensated and compensated 
porisity indications as an indication of the 55 
presence of borehole washouts or cement 
voids. 

6. A method for locating borehole 
washouts or cement voids between the 
casing and earth formations in a well 60 
borehole, substantially as described herein 
wi th reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 
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